Influencing Change in Medicine: Leadership in Equity

ACP Members Only: Register Here

#Lead4Equity

MAY 14, 2022
11 AM ET/10 AM CT/8 AM PT (1.5 HOUR PROGRAM)

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Dr. David Hilden, ACP HPPC Vice Chair

MODERATOR
Dr. Omar Atiq, ACP Pres-Elect

CHAPTER PANELISTS:
Dr. Moro Salifu, NY ACP DEI Chair
Dr. Kelsi Manley, OR ACP Advocacy Day Chair
Dr. Cynthia Jumper, TX ACP Past President
Dr. Susan Hingle, ACP BOR Chair Emeritus
Dr. Stony Anderson, CA Colorectal Cancer Coalition Pres

OBJECTIVES
* At the conclusion of the program, attendees will be able to define health equity in terms impacting advocacy and describe why it matters.
* Chapter successes and challenges will be shared and consensus for effective approaches will be developed.
* Methods for advancing the health equity agenda within advocacy will be shared, and best practices for developing successful coalitions and stakeholder communities will be addressed.

Sponsored by: California Region 3, Illinois, New York, Oregon, and Texas Chapters of the American College of Physicians

Please direct all questions about this program to: Mary Olhausen, OR Chapter Executive Director: oregonacp@comcast.net